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Fig. 1. Our approach enables the manipulation of both the geometry and color of neural implicit fields through differentiable colored meshes. This includes tasks
such as adding or removing geometry, deforming existing geometry, and editing textures. We recommend reviewing the video provided in the supplementary
material for more edited results.

Neural implicit fields have emerged as a powerful 3D representation for
reconstructing and rendering photo-realistic views, yet they possess lim-
ited editability. Conversely, explicit 3D representations, such as polygonal
meshes, offer ease of editing but may not be as suitable for rendering high-
quality novel views. To harness the strengths of both representations, we
propose a new approach that employs a mesh as a guiding mechanism in edit-
ing the neural radiance field. We first introduce a differentiable method using
marching tetrahedra for polygonal mesh extraction from the neural implicit
field and then design a differentiable color extractor to assign colors obtained
from the volume renderings to this extracted mesh. This differentiable col-
ored mesh allows gradient back-propagation from the explicit mesh to the
implicit fields, empowering users to easily manipulate the geometry and
color of neural implicit fields. To enhance user control from coarse-grained
to fine-grained levels, we introduce an octree-based structure into its opti-
mization. This structure prioritizes the edited regions and the surface part,
making our method achieve fine-grained edits to the neural implicit field and
accommodate various user modifications, including object additions, com-
ponent removals, specific area deformations, and adjustments to local and
global colors. Through extensive experiments involving diverse scenes and
editing operations, we have demonstrated the capabilities and effectiveness
of our method. Our project page is: https://cassiepython.github.io/MNeuEdit/
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1 INTRODUCTION
Todaywe arewitnessing the emergence of Neural Implicit Fields [Liu
et al. 2020; Mildenhall et al. 2020; Sitzmann et al. 2019] as an emerg-
ing content medium revolutionizing the way that is revolutionizing
the way humans create and interact with 3D content. Its remarkable
ability to model complex 3D scenes and render their photo-realistic
novel views has led to its adoption in a wide range of practical
applications including VR/AR ∗, gaming †, VFX ‡, among others.
With that comes increasing demands from creators to edit the neural
implicit fields according to their preferences. However, editing such
volumetric representations is challenging due to the implicit encod-
ing of scene appearance within neural features and network weights,
which can hardly support intuitive and precise modifications. Re-
cent research has sought to address this by enabling appearance
editing of neural implicit fields, guided by various inputs such as
an exemplar image [Bao et al. 2023; Kobayashi et al. 2022; Liu et al.
2021; Wang et al. 2022; Yang et al. 2022], a text prompt [Bao et al.
2023; Haque et al. 2023; Jiang et al. 2023; Kobayashi et al. 2022; Wang
et al. 2022, 2023], or a palette [Gong et al. 2023; Kuang et al. 2023;
∗https://www.lifewire.com/nvidias-instant-nerf-can-turn-your-phots-into-3d-scenes-
in-seconds-5224116
†https://neuralradiancefields.io/nerfs-in-unreal-engine-5-alpha-announced-by-luma-
ai
‡https://www.wrapbook.com/blog/neural-radiance-fields
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Wu et al. 2022]. These approaches primarily focus on editing ap-
pearance features or color styles of neural implicit fields, or making
minor geometry adjustments but do not offer extensive support for
non-rigid deformation or topology modification.
A more desirable approach to editing the neural implicit field is

to make it as user-friendly as manipulating an explicit mesh in tradi-
tional graphics workflows, ensuring compatibility with popular 3D
software like Maya, Blender, and more. Unlike a 3D mesh, the neural
implicit field lacks an explicit shape for artists to manipulate directly,
but it offers the capability of achieving photo-realistic rendering
with high-fidelity scene details, a significant difference from the ren-
dering of user-edited 3D meshes. Rendering 3D-edited meshes faces
challenges in managing multiple aspects simultaneously, including
background integration, achieving photorealism, and preserving
intricate details. As shown in Fig. 2, this struggle becomes evident in
scenarios like depicting the bear’s surroundings, capturing human
facial reality, and rendering complex scene intricacies. Hence, we
are motivated to leverage the advantages of both 3D representations
by employing a mesh to guide the editing process within the neural
radiance field.
Bridging the gap between the 3D mesh and the neural implicit

field to propagate arbitrary changes from explicit to implicit repre-
sentations is a non-trivial task. Pioneering efforts [Yang et al. 2022;
Yuan et al. 2022] establish correspondence between mesh vertices
and neural implicit fields, enabling changes in vertices to affect the
implicit field. In one method category, exemplified by [Yuan et al.
2022], the focus is on geometry deformation, achieved by extracting
a guidance mesh from the density field using marching cubes and
computing a translation field based on vertex alterations. Applying
this translation field effectively deforms the geometry, but it strug-
gles with modeling topology changes or supporting color editing.
The other category, as represented by [Yang et al. 2022], implements
mesh-guided neural implicit field editing in a feed-forward manner,
encoding mesh vertex positions and colors as inputs for the neural
field. This forward-based approach implements geometry deforma-
tion through adjustments to vertex positions and facilitates color
editing by optimizing texture codes based on user edits. However,
it also faces challenges with topology changes and multi-view color
consistency, especially for complex textures, due to the single-view
guidance. It is worth noting that all these methods share a common
limitation: they rely on the non-differentiable mesh representation
to update the neural implicit field, limiting their support for topol-
ogy changes and precise color editing. Consequently, we propose
to solve this challenge via a backward-based approach centered
on a differentiable colored mesh, allowing for updates to the neu-
ral implicit field to accommodate changes in geometry, color, and
topology.
We present the first differentiable mesh-guided method for edit-

ing neural implicit fields, featuring the extraction of a colored mesh
from the implicit field in a differentiable way. This approach enables
users to interact with multiple facets of the mesh, encompassing
geometry, topology, and color attributes, and back-propagates these
updates to the implicit field. We aim to capture user manipulations,
extending beyond basic color and mesh edits to offer fine-grained
control, thereby ensuring that the rendered results faithfully align
with the users’ creative intent. To accomplish this, we tackle two

Source User Edits Mesh Rendering Ours
Fig. 2. The Reasoning Behind Avoiding Direct Rendering of Edited
Meshes. The rendered mesh results are not suitable as final outputs since
they lack the ability to handle background, photo-realistic rendering, and
intricate details, such as the bear’s surroundings, the reality of the human
face, and the details of the complex scene.

challenging problems: how to extract a differentiable colored mesh
and how to support different levels of user control. Firstly, drawing
inspiration from creative differentiable mesh extraction techniques
used in 3D reconstruction [Gao et al. 2020; Liao et al. 2018;Munkberg
et al. 2022; Shen et al. 2021], we employ a differentiable marching
tetrahedra method [Munkberg et al. 2022] for high-quality mesh
extraction from the neural implicit field and further extend this
representation to extract mesh color differentiably. The proposed
differentiable color extractor approximates vertex colors from the
radiance integral near the surface during volume rendering, making
the process differentiable, much like the geometry extraction. As
shown in Fig. 1, with this differentiable colored mesh, we gain the
capability to update the entire neural implicit field and achieve vari-
ous editing possibilities, such as adding objects, removing sections,
or deforming specific areas. Additionally, we can change the color
attributes of the implicit fields and consistently render novel views
that align with the user’s desired changes.
Furthermore, to enhance the differentiable colored mesh and

make it support user edits from coarse-grained to fine-grained, we
introduce an octree-based structure into the optimization process.
When dealing with a target colored mesh, we utilize an octree to
create an irregular 3D discrete scalar field, where the scalar density
dynamically adjusts in response to user edits, resulting in denser
scalar fields for edited areas. Subsequently, we extract a polygonal
mesh iso-surface from this density scalar field and apply a process
similar to our differentiable color extraction to assign vertex colors
to this mesh. By minimizing the Chamfer distance [Fan et al. 2017]
between the source extracted mesh and the target edited mesh and
optimizing the density MLP layers, we enable modifications to the
geometry or topology of a neural implicit model, even for detailed
structures. Additionally, this octree-based structure enables us to
do comprehensive control over the color of the neural implicit field,
like mapping delicate colors to the object surface as shown in Fig. 1.
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In summary, our key idea involves the joint differentiable extrac-
tion of both geometry and color within one framework, then applied
to the editing of neural implicit fields to align with the user input.
In detail:

• We introduce a unified framework that integrates geometry,
topology, and color editing for neural implicit fields, offer-
ing users the same ease of manipulation of neural implicit
fields as explicit colored meshes. This framework enables
extensive flexibility to accommodate various user edits, such
as object additions, component removals, specific area de-
formations, and precise color editing.

• We present a differentiable method for extracting colored
meshes from neural implicit fields, which enables gradient
back-propagation from the mesh to the neural implicit fields.
Building on this advancement, we propose an octree-based
optimization technique to facilitate fine-grained editing of
neural implicit fields in both geometry and color.

• We integrate various training techniques into the editing
process, including geometric regularization, vertex augmen-
tation, camera augmentation, and a coarse-to-fine training
strategy. These methods improve the octree-based optimiza-
tion process, resulting in visually compelling outcomes.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Neural Implicit Fields Editing
Neural implicit fields are a potent representation for modeling com-
plex 3D scenes and enabling free-view photo-realistic rendering,
spurring extensive research in high-quality 3D reconstruction [Chen
et al. 2022b,a; Jain et al. 2021; Müller et al. 2022; Yu et al. 2021; Zhang
et al. 2022], and 3D asset generation [Jain et al. 2022; Niemeyer and
Geiger 2021; Park et al. 2021a,b; Poole et al. 2022; Schwarz et al.
2020]. However, these existing neural implicit models offer limited
user control over geometry and color within implicit fields.

Recently, the conditional neural implicit field has been proposed
with a latent space conditioned on additional input such as user
scribbles [Liu et al. 2021], 3DMM parameters [Athar et al. 2022;
Hong et al. 2022; Zheng et al. 2022], or a text prompt [Wang et al.
2022]. While this technology enables geometry editing by changing
the latent code, the dependency on latent space and the requirement
for large-scale category-specific training data make it only suitable
for very specialized scenarios. EditNeRF [Liu et al. 2021] designs
a conditional implicit architecture by injecting a shape code and
an appearance code that allows editing using user scribes at the
image level. The editing is performed by finetuning the network
with this user scribe’s supervision. CLIP-NeRF [Wang et al. 2022]
first designed a disentangled conditional implicit fields architecture
and then introduced CLIP to guide the editing with a text prompt.
However, these methods still lack support for editing implicit fields
from a 3D perspective, a recognized, more user-friendly, and intu-
itive interaction mode for traditional computer graphics users. In
contrast, NeuTex [Xiang et al. 2021] allows users to edit appearance
by editing 2D UV maps. It explicitly learns a mapping from the
spatial positions to 2D UV colors through a circle loss. This loss is
defined via AtlasNet [Groueix et al. 2018] that maps 2D UV coor-
dinates into 3D locations, which struggles to reconstruct complex

shapes. Additionally, editing desired positions might be challenging
due to distorted UV mapping [Yang et al. 2022].
An alternative, more intuitive, and flexible approach compared

to the aforementioned methods would involve editing the implicit
fields using an explicit mesh as a guide. NeRF-Editing [Yuan et al.
2022] explicitly defines a deformation field by calculating the vertex
translations between the original mesh extracted from a pre-trained
model and the target mesh edited by users. Users can render the
edited results with this deformation field by deforming the original
mesh template. However, this method only supports geometry de-
formation and does not allow topology changes and color manipula-
tions. NeuMesh [Yang et al. 2022] establishes a forward process that
encodes implicit representations into amesh-based format, featuring
disentangled geometry and color codes assigned to mesh vertices.
This setup enables mesh-guided geometry editing and specific color
alterations such as swapping, filling, and painting. However, such a
mesh-based representation for volumetric neural rendering requires
a mesh-based scaffold as input, introducing an additional initial-
ization step for mesh extraction. Its geometry editing capabilities
are confined to deformations similar to NeRF-Editing which can-
not support topology changes. Moreover, NeuMesh restricts color
painting to a 2D perspective and requires users to paint on a single
view to guide the color code modifications. NeUVF [Ma et al. 2022]
expands upon NeuTex’s concept [Xiang et al. 2021] by improving
texture editing and mapping the dynamic NeRF colors onto a 2D
texture. For geometry editing, NeUVF utilizes semantically rich fa-
cial landmarks to generate a 3D deformation field. As a result, users
have the ability to modify the head’s shape by manipulating these
keypoints. However, akin to NeuTex, NeUVF encounters difficulties
linked to distorted UV mapping while editing the desired texture.
Furthermore, NeUVF shares with NeRF-Editing [Yuan et al. 2022]
the inability to facilitate user edits involving topology changes. Un-
like existing approaches, our method directly modifies the mesh
extracted from implicit fields. We introduce a differentiable colored
mesh for editing neural implicit fields, enabling us to facilitate topol-
ogy changes and color editing within the extracted 3D mesh. This
offers users an intuitive, interactive control via a 3D mesh, ensuring
a ’what you see is what you get’ experience.

2.2 Differentiable Mesh Extraction
Marching cubes [Lorensen and Cline 1987] generates a polygo-
nal surface representation of an iso-surface derived from a dis-
crete scalar field. This technique is commonly employed as a post-
processing step to extract a polygonal mesh from the density fields
produced of a neural implicit model. However, Marching cubes lacks
differentiability, preventing gradient propagation to voxels.
To address this limitation, Liao et al. [2018] devise a neural net-

work to predict voxel occupancy probability and edge vertex dis-
placement. This approach enables defining a mesh distribution dif-
ferentiably using the predicted occupancy probability and vertex
locations. The network is integrated as a final layer within a 3D
convolutional network to learn the prediction of 3D meshes. Similar
to Liao et al. [2018]’s work, DefTet [Gao et al. 2020] also utilizes
a neural network to predict a vertex displacement and the occu-
pancy for each tetrahedron. At its essence, the approach optimizes
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Fig. 3. Framework. To allow editing neural radiance fields with mesh guidance, our method first introduces a differentiable marching tetrahedra for mesh
extraction and a differentiable color extraction to produce colors for this mesh. Then given a target mesh, our differentiable octree-based colored mesh allows
users to edit the neural implicit fields in a mesh-based workflow via a two-step optimization method, such as first optimizing the density fields to add a candy
to the mesh and followed by optimizing the radiance fields to paint colors.

concurrently to predict both vertex displacement and tetrahedral
occupancy for 3D reconstruction, operating within a pre-defined
tetrahedral mesh structure. However, the computational cost es-
calates cubically with the grid resolution of this occupancy repre-
sentation, restricting its capability to represent high-resolution 3D
shapes effectively.
DMTet [Shen et al. 2021] improves DefTet by representing the

geometry using a sign distance field (SDF) instead of the occupancy.
This SDF is also defined on a deformable tetrahedral grid as DefTet
did. DMTet applies selective tetrahedra subdivision around the pre-
dicted surface to enhance representation capabilities while maintain-
ing manageable computational complexity. NVDiffrec [Munkberg
et al. 2022] also leverages the differentiable marching tetrahedrons
from DMTet for topology optimization. The difference is that NVD-
iffrec introduces a differentiable renderer to support PBR materials
and environment map lighting jointly learned from 2D supervi-
sion. Inspired by DMTet and NVDiffrec, we use the differentiable
marching tetrahedrons to represent mesh extracted from neural
implicit fields for the future editing. But our approach sets itself
apart from both methods by extending the original differentiable
marching tetrahedrons through a novel octree-based method, which
allows for fine-grained geometry editing. Furthermore, DMTet and
NVDiffrec lack support for color extraction in neural implicit fields,
limiting user capabilities for color space modifications. To address
this, we introduce an innovative differentiable color extraction tech-
nique that enables color assignment to vertices. This advancement
permits users to modify mesh colors and effectively propagate these
alterations back to the neural implicit fields.

3 METHOD
We proposed a mesh-guided neural implicit field editing method
based on differentiable mesh representations. Before diving into
these differentiable representations, we first review the general
formulation of neural implicit fields (§ 3.1). Then, we introduce the
specifics of the differentiable representation for coloredmeshes. This
includes differentiable marching tetrahedra for polygonal meshes
extracted from neural implicit fields (§ 3.2), alongside differentiable
vertex color extraction used to colorize the extracted meshes (§ 3.3).
This process supports gradient back-propagation from the mesh to
the neural implicit fields. Additionally, we designed an octree-based
optimization method for finely detailed neural implicit fields in
geometry and color editing (§ 3.4), followed by the implementation
of various editing techniques in geometry and color. The schematic
illustration of the framework is shown in Fig. 3

3.1 Neural Implicit Fields
Neural implicit fields [Mildenhall et al. 2020; Oechsle et al. 2021;
Wang et al. 2021; Yariv et al. 2021] represent a 3D scene by defining
a continuous field as an implicit function. This function F , param-
eterized by two MLP blocks F𝜎 and F𝑐 , maps a spatial position
𝒙 (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧) together with a view direction 𝒗 (𝜙, 𝜃 ) to a density 𝜎 and a
view-dependent radiance 𝒄 respectively. The neural implicit model
renders novel views via a volume rendering:

C(𝒓) =
∫ 𝑡𝑓

𝑡𝑛

𝑤 (𝑡)𝒄 (𝒓 (𝑡), 𝒅)𝑑𝑡 (1)

where the ray 𝒓 from the camera origin 𝒐 follows 𝒓 (𝑡) = 𝒐 + 𝑡𝒅 and
𝑤 (𝑡) is the weight decided by 𝜎 (𝒓 (𝑡)). Without loss of generality,
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N=64 N=128 N=256
Fig. 4. Mesh Extraction Comparison. The differentiable marching tetra-
hedra produces more accurate geometry with a higher grid resolution.

we adopt NeuS [Wang et al. 2021] as our base neural implicit model
due to its merit in geometry representation.

3.2 Differentiable Marching Tetrahedra
Since editing the neural implicit field, represented by an implicit
function, can be challenging, we propose using mesh guidance to en-
hance the editing process. Our first goal is to extract a mesh from the
neural implicit field. Inspired by [Munkberg et al. 2022; Shen et al.
2021] which uses differentiable marching tetrahedra [Munkberg
et al. 2022; Shen et al. 2021] for geometry reconstruction, we adapt
this representation to extract geometry from neural implicit fields
in a differentiable manner. Given the pre-trained implicit func-
tion F = F𝜎 ◦ F𝑐 , we first determine which locations are occu-
pied by the object. To achieve this, we create a 3D regular grid
volume V ⊆ R3×𝑁×𝑁×𝑁 in the form of a cuboid. To make this
grid volume cover the whole object, we restrict its values between
the maximum and minimum boundary values 𝑏max and 𝑏min of
the bounding box. Intuitively, a larger value of 𝑁 induces a more
concise mesh. F𝜎 takes V as input and outputs a scalar density
grid D ⊆ R𝑁×𝑁×𝑁 . We denote the position of a point in D as
𝒗𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖 ), where 𝑖 ∈

{
1, · · · , 𝑁 3} and 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑁 − 1].

Then we split each cube inD into five regular tetrahedra and denote
all tetrahedra as T. Each tetrahedron T𝑘 ∈ T is represented with
its four points

{
𝒗𝑎𝑘 , 𝒗𝑏𝑘 , 𝒗𝑐𝑘 , 𝒗𝑑𝑘

}
and four corresponding density

values
{
𝜎𝑎𝑘 , 𝜎𝑏𝑘 , 𝜎𝑐𝑘 , 𝜎𝑑𝑘

}
. Afterward, similar to marching cubes in

extracting mesh from neural implicit models, we define a threshold
𝑠 to indicate the sign of 𝒗𝑖 :

sign(𝒗𝑖 ) =
{
+1, 𝜎𝑖 > 𝑠,
−1, 𝜎𝑖 ≤ 𝑠 .

(2)

Then the surface typology inside T𝑘 can be identified. In an edge of
T𝑘 , a vertex is placed in case of a sign change of density values of two
adjacent positions in an edge. The vertex location of the iso-surface
is defined by the zero crossings of the linear interpolation:

𝒗′
𝑎𝑏

=
𝒗𝑎 · 𝜎𝑏 − 𝒗𝑏 · 𝜎𝑎

𝜎𝑏 − 𝜎𝑎
. (3)

We process all cubes in D and obtain the vertex positions P and
faces F to produce the triangle mesh M = (P, F). As Equation (3) is
only evaluated when sign(𝒗𝑎) ≠ sign(𝒗𝑏 ), the iso-surface extraction
process is differentiable.
We show mesh extraction results at different resolutions from

the differentiable marching tetrahedra in Fig. 4. The higher grid
resolution achieves more accurate geometry. At the resolution of
128 and 256, the differentiable marching tetrahedra produces an
accurate mesh topology that preserves geometric features such as
sharp edges and smooth curves.

Camera Origin Visible Surface Point
Ray Direction
Normal

Invisible Point

Mesh Surface
Occluded Front Point

Fig. 5. Surface Point Visibility Test in Differentiable Color Extraction.
We filter invisible and occluded front points using normal and depth test.

3.3 Differentiable Color Extraction
The differentiable mesh extraction enables geometry editing; how-
ever, it does not support color editing since the vertices do not
have assigned colors. Based the extracted mesh M = (P, F), we
design a differentiable color extraction method to assign colors
for 𝒑 ∈ P. Here vertices are normalized into the bounding box as
𝒑

𝑁−1 (𝑏max − 𝑏min) + 𝑏min.
Given a camera origin 𝒐 outside the bounding box, we define the

ray directions along 𝒐 to 𝒑 as 𝒅 =
𝒑−𝒐
∥𝒑−𝒐 ∥ . We decide the visibility

of 𝒑 with regard to 𝒐 by checking whether 𝒏 · 𝒅 < 0, where 𝒏
denotes the vertex normal. Then we have visible surface points
�̃� ∈ P̃. However, this simple solution can not filter out occluded
front-facing vertices, as shown in Fig. 5. Intuitive solutions are ray
marching [Perlin andHoffert 1989] orMöller–Trumbore intersection
algorithm [Möller and Trumbore 2005]. However, both of them are
slow when processing large numbers of rays and vertices. Instead,
we adopt the depth test to remove occluded vertices. Specifically, we
first derive the depth value 𝑑 on the ray with 𝒅 =

�̃�−𝒐
∥�̃�−𝒐 ∥ from F𝜎

and calculate the distance from 𝒐 to �̃� as | |�̃� − 𝒐 | |2. Ideally, if �̃� is a
visible surface point, 𝒅 should be close to | |�̃�− 𝒐 | |2. Thus we remove
vertex �̃� when |𝒅− ||�̃�− 𝒐 | |2 | > 𝜖 , with the threshold 𝜖 set to a small
value (0.2 in all our experiments). We finally derive occlusion-aware
visible surface points P̂ after removing all the occluded vertices from
P̃.
Recall the volume rendering in Equation (1), to derive vertex

colors for P̂, we have:

C(𝒓) =
∫ 𝑡𝑓

𝑡𝑛

𝑤 (𝑡)𝒄 (𝒓 (𝑡), 𝒅)𝑑𝑡 . (4)

As �̂� ∈ P̂ under multiple camera views may have common vertices,
we average C(𝒓) under all camera origins to obtain final vertex
colors for �̂�.

3.4 Mesh-guided Editing
The process of utilizing the aforementioned differentiable marching
tetrahedra to extract a mesh from the density grid D ⊆ R𝑁×𝑁×𝑁

is characterized by being both time-consuming and demanding
in terms of memory usage. This is primarily due to the signifi-
cantly large value of 𝑁 3, which leads to heightened computational
expenses and often triggers out-of-memory (OOM) issues when
propagating gradients across each grid within the density field.
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Vertex

No vertex in this cube
Have vertices, < K
Have vertices, ≥ K

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Final cube set

Level 0Root

Fig. 6. Illustration of our octree via a toy example. Given vertices from
a target mesh, we partition a cube by checking whether its vertex number
≥ 𝐾 . We iteratively construct this octree until no cube meets the partition
condition or reaching the maximum depth level. The final cube set will be
used to extract mesh.

Consequently, fine-grained editing of the density fields becomes
unfeasible, necessitating an exceedingly dense grid for such mod-
ifications. Similar constraints are encountered in the context of
finely adjusting colors, as achieving adequate colored vertices for
color optimization also demands a dense grid. Notably, a substan-
tial portion of the density field regions do not contribute to the
geometry, emphasizing the need to focus more on the object sur-
face. Consequently, we propose an optimization approach based on
octrees for mesh and color optimization after user editing to reduce
computational cost and enable fine-grained editing.
Octree-based Optimization. We first freeze the neural implicit
fields and extract the source mesh Ms = (P, F) as above and con-
struct the octree based on P. In Fig. 6, we initialize a root cube at level
zero S0 covering P and then set a threshold 𝐾 and check whether
|S0 | ≥ 𝐾 (where |S0 | represents the vertex number). If true, this
parent node will be subdivided into eight sub nodes at level one
S𝑖1, 𝑖 ∈ [1, 8]. Wewill then checkwhether

��S𝑖1�� ≥ 𝐾 to decide the con-
tinuous subdivision. Iteratively, we obtain the final octree structure
and the final cube set, represented by a 3D irregular gridV𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 . F𝜎
takesV𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 as input and outputs an irregular density gridD𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 .
We finally extract the new mesh M𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 = (P𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 , F𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 ) from
D𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 using Equation (2) and Equation (3). We move forward
to assign vertex colors for P𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 using Equation (4). We set this
colored mesh as a proxy in our editing process.
Our octree-based training exhibits subtle differences depending

on the user-editing actions. In the scenarios where a new object is
added, we directly construct the octree from the target user-edited
mesh, denoted as Mt. Conversely, when the action involves remov-
ing parts from Ms, we construct the octree from Ms rather than
Mt, placing emphasis on the regions being removed and the sur-
face part. For deformations applied toMs, the octree is constructed
from the intersection ofMs andMt, represented asMs ∪Mt. Our
approach facilitates dual focus to simultaneously address removed
regions and newly introduced ones. While adjusting color attributes,
we initiate subdivision within the specified color-editing areas, re-
sulting in the generation of the user-defined target colored mesh,
designated as Mt. In practice, we have the capability to directly

Source User Edit w/o Reg.

0.01 0.001 0.0001
Fig. 7. Regularization Term Evaluation. We present our findings by
utilizing the regularization term with various weights, as well as comparing
the results obtained without employing this term. Among the different
weights tested, we have chosen a weight of 0.0001 for the regularization
term, which demonstrates significant improvements in terms of enhancing
the smoothness of the optimized mesh and reducing the presence of noisy
points. This weight choice consistently favors the generation of a more
refined and optimized mesh, compared to the method without employing
this term.

build the octree from Ms ∪Mt, as it encapsulates all the diverse
user edits mentioned earlier.

When working with a target colored mesh, our mesh-guided edit-
ing follows a two-step optimization process. Initially, we optimize
the density function F𝜎 to facilitate geometry editing. Subsequently,
we optimize the color function F𝑐 to achieve color editing.
Geometry Editing. Since our geometry extraction is tightly aligned
to the density field, any manipulation of the mesh geometry will
directly affect the density field and the rendered result. Therefore,
users can manipulate a neural implicit model by editing its mesh,
such as removing undesired vertices and faces, adding new objects,
or deforming certain parts.
Given the source meshMs extracted from a pre-trained model

F = F𝜎 ◦ F𝑐 and the target mesh Mt edited by users. We first
construct M𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 from Ms ∪ Mt and then fine-tune F𝜎 with a
Chamfer distance:

Dcd (S1, S2 |Ms,M𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 ) =
∑︁
𝒙∈S1

min
𝒚∈S2

∥𝒙 −𝒚∥22+
∑︁
𝒚∈S2

min
𝒙∈S1

∥𝒙 −𝒚∥22 ,

(5)
where S1 and S2 are vertex sets sampled from Ms and M𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 ,
respectively. Since our mesh extraction is differentiable, the gra-
dient can propagate back to F𝜎 . We finally obtain the optimized
F̂𝜎 , which allows for rendering the edited geometry with the new
neural implicit model F̂ = F̂𝜎 ◦ F𝑐 .

To avoid producing noisy points, we include a Eikonal term [Gropp
et al. 2020] to regularize the gradient with respect to the optimized
points in S1:

Lreg =
∑︁
𝑥∈S1

(∥▽F𝜎 (𝑥)∥ − 1)2 . (6)

We evaluate this regularization term in Fig. 7.
We encountered challenges with Chamfer loss convergence at

first, especially when dealing with an extensive number of vertices,
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Fig. 8. Two Step Optimization. Our framework enables incremental user editing workflow with different operations: editing the geometry first, then
painting the color, and finally rendering the results.

User edits w/o, 𝑁 = 64 w/o, 𝑁 = 128 w/ Octree
Fig. 9. Ablation on Octree. Our octree-based marching tetrahedra tech-
nique empowers more refined geometry and texture editing compared to the
non-octree method, across different grid resolutions (𝑁 = 64 and 𝑁 = 128).
We demonstrate object addition on the bear and texture editing on the
sculpture.

Source User edits w/o C2f. w/ C2f.

Fig. 10. Ablation on Coarse-to-fine Geometry Optimization. Our
coarse-to-fine optimization facilitates smooth convergence of the Chamfer
loss and leads to significantly improved geometry optimization results.

leading to a significantly large solution space. Tomitigate this, we de-
sign a strategy involving coarse-to-fine geometry optimization. We
extract three source meshesM𝐿

s from F at three octree depth levels
𝐿 = 7, 8, 9. Finally, we gradually optimize Dcd (S1, S2 |M𝐿

s ,M𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 )
starting from 𝐿 = 7 and progressing up to 𝐿 = 9. This process aids
in addressing the challenges posed by the expansive solution space,
gradually refining the optimization for improved convergence.

User edits w/ all Aug. w/o V. Aug. w/o C. Aug.

Fig. 11. Ablation on Vertex and Camera Augmentations. Our vertex
and camera augmentations help obtain fine-grained editing results on the
optimized mesh while removing these augmentations leads to coarser re-
sults.

User Edits Source Rendered Results

Fig. 12. Mesh-Guided Object Motion. We can perform mesh-guided
object motions by defining a deformation field calculated from the source
mesh to the target one while the topology is fixed.

Color Editing. Similar to geometry, vertex colors are also extracted
from the volume rendering in a differentiable manner, so users
are allowed to manipulate the color of a neural implicit model as
well. We denote the source color extracted from F𝜎 of a pre-trained
F = F𝜎 ◦ F𝑐 as Ts and the target color edited by users as Tt. We fix
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Fig. 13. Comparisons with NeRF-Editing [Yuan et al. 2022] and NeuMesh [Yang et al. 2022]. For geometry editing (Left), NeRF-Editing and NeuMesh
only allow object deformation without topology changes, while our method supports both object motions and topology editings. For color editing (Right),
we compare our differentiable color editing workflow with NeuMesh. NeuMesh requires users to paint in a single view to provide a mask for color code
optimization under 2D supervision. In contrast, our framework allows users to directly edit the 3D color of a mesh, which is more intuitive and accurate.

F𝜎 and fine-tune F𝑐 using a L2 distance between Ts and Tt as:

Lt = (Tt − Ts)2 . (7)

We implement vertex augmentation to enhance editing perfor-
mance. Usually the edited vertices are a notably small subset of
the entire vertex set. In real-world scenarios, artists typically focus
on selecting and modifying specific regions of an object to adjust
its colors. However, this practice can lead to imbalanced training,
where the model encounters very few substantial edits. To tackle
this, we introduce an oversampling technique for the edited vertices.
This rebalancing method ensures that the edited points constitute
at least one-quarter of all the training samples.
We also conduct a camera augmentation. Occlusions may po-

tentially prevent the model from learning visually pleasing results,
especially when edited vertices are visible in a sparse set of views.
Our colored mesh allows for easy augmentation of training views to
address this problem. We randomly place 30 cameras facing edited
areas outside the bounding box. This augmentation strategy aims
to provide better visibility and coverage of the edited regions, miti-
gating potential issues caused by occlusions during training.

4 EXPERIMENT

4.1 Experiment Setups
We evaluate our method on three datasets, including the real cap-
tured dataset of DTU [Yao et al. 2018], the synthetic dataset of
NeRF 360° [Mildenhall et al. 2020], and the large scale MVS dataset
BMVS [Yao et al. 2020]. For DTU and BMVS, we obtain the pre-
trained NeuS [Wang et al. 2021] models from the official webpage
and train new models following the default settings. For NeRF 360°,
we follow the official split to train a NeuS model with masks. All
experiments are conducted on these pre-trained models.

For training, we adopt the Adam optimizer with a fixed learning
rate of 0.001. For geometry and color editing, weights for the Cham-
fer distance and the color editing losses are 1.0 and 0.2, respectively.
In geometry editing, we only optimize the density MLP layers. In

color editing, we fix the density and only allow the color MLP layers
to be optimized.

Our framework supports separate user editings of geometry and
color, together with a two-step optimization process, enabling users
to sequentially edit them and combine geometry and color alter-
ations. As shown in Fig. 8, users begin by modifying the geometry,
adding a star and a magic wand to a smurf, followed by painting on
the colored mesh. The differentiable marching tetrahedra are used to
optimize the mesh, while our differentiable color extraction function
updates the color-related layers within the neural implicit model.
Finally, volume rendering generates novel perspectives showcasing
edited properties encompassing both geometry and color edits.

4.2 Ablation Study
We begin by evaluating the efficacy of key technical designs in our
proposed approach through ablation studies. These studies concen-
trate on assessing the impact of octree-based editing techniques,
the effectiveness of the coarse-to-fine training approach, as well as
the contributions made by vertex and camera augmentations.
Octree-based Editing Technique. An ablation study is conducted
to evaluate the role of the octree in Fig. 9. It is observed that a higher
resolution of the density grid generally leads to better geometry
and color editing outcomes. In Fig. 9, a regular grid with 𝑁 = 128
showcases more detailed geometric and color characteristics than
the regular grid with 𝑁 = 64. However, the grid with 𝑁 = 128
falls short in generating fine-grained editing results. Attempting
to increase the grid size from 𝑁 = 128 to 𝑁 = 256 results in OOM
errors, even on a v100 GPU platform with 80 GB memory, due to the
necessity to calculate and update 2563 = 16, 777, 216 density nodes
via gradient descent optimization. Our octree-based differentiable
marching tetrahedra significantly cut down the computational de-
mand during the editing process. With an octree at level 𝐿 = 9,
the calculation is required for about 1, 200, 000 to 2, 700, 000 density
nodes. This value varies depending on the complexity of the recon-
structed scene, as a more intricate scene results in a more complex
mesh. We provide the minimum and maximum values observed
within our utilized dataset. Therefore, when compared to a regular
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Fig. 14. Visual Comparisons with NeuMesh [Yang et al. 2022]. Our method outperforms NeuMesh by producing more fine-grained and consistent editing
results.

grid of size 𝑁 = 256, our method demonstrates better ability to yield
more detailed geometric and color attributes using fewer density
nodes.
Coarse-to-fine Geometry Optimization. In our training methodol-
ogy, we employ a coarse-to-fine approach, where optimization of the
density fields commences at a lower resolution. As the training pro-
gresses, we systematically elevate the grid resolution. This strategic
training progression, illustrated in Fig. 10, aids significantly in the
convergence of the Chamfer loss. Direct training with an excessive
number of points can intensify the complexity of this loss, thereby
increasing the risk of the model getting caught in local minima. The
coarse-to-fine training circumvents this issue, smoothing the path
towards more reliable convergence.
Vertex and Camera Augmentations. Vertex augmentation helps
with imbalanced training with too few vertices being edited, while
camera augmentation allows edited vertices to be seen from more
viewpoints. We evaluate both the proposed vertex and camera aug-
mentations in Fig. 11. Utilizing these augmentations enhances the
robustness and accuracy of our color optimization. Without these
augmentations, the training process will see fewer substantial ver-
tices with edited colors, resulting in considerably coarser outcomes.

4.3 Comparisons
We compare our method with three mesh-guided neural implicit
field editing methods, including two for general object editing (i.e.
NeRF-Editing [Yuan et al. 2022] and NeuMesh [Yang et al. 2022]),
and one for face editing, NeUVF [Ma et al. 2022].
In Fig. 13, we present the comparison between our method and

NeRF-Editing as well as NeuMesh. NeRF-Editing and NeuMesh
only support mesh-guided deformation with topology fixed (mesh-
guided object motion), while our framework, as depicted in Fig. 12
and Fig. 16, accommodates editing for both deformation and topol-
ogy. Specifically, NeRF-Editing explicitly defines a deformation field
between the source and edited meshes to transform the spatial po-
sitions of the input template, which does not allow for topology
editing. NeuMesh encodes vertices of a prerequisite mesh as shape
codes to implicit fields for volume rendering, which only allows for
mesh-guided object motion with the topology fixed to the input
mesh. In contrast, our method supports mesh-guided object motion
and can handle either deformation or topology changes (Fig. 16).
Therefore, the flexible editing capability of our framework makes it
more compatible with existing mesh-based 3D modeling workflows.
NeRF-Editing does not allow for direct color modification, so

we only compare with NeuMesh on mesh-guided color painting in
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Fig. 15. Visual Comparison with NeUVF [Ma et al. 2022]. NeUVF does
not accommodate user editing involving topology changes. When it comes
to geometry deformation, NeUVF doesn’t yield precise results. Additionally,
during color editing, distortions may arise because of the distorted UV
space.

Fig. 14. Color painting for NeuMesh is performed in a 2D manner,
which requires users to paint on a single 2D view and optimizes
corresponding color codes under this single-view supervision, which
suffers from a major drawback – it is not intuitive for users to paint
on a 2D view compared to editing in 3D perspective, especially
when operating on uneven surfaces. NeuMesh faces limitations in
modeling objects with complex backgrounds due to its reliance on
an initial colored mesh, posing challenges in reconstructing intricate
backgrounds. Conversely, our method operates via differentiable
color extraction in 3D, enabling precise editing of 3D color that
seamlessly integrates with radiance fields. In addition, our method
can robustly process objects against complex backgrounds, owing to
its capability to extract mesh from the neural implicit field inclusive
of the background, like the Gundam in Fig. 1 and the sculpture in
Fig. 16.
Moreover, our approach advances both the fine-grained editing

results and view consistency. NeuMesh struggles to match the pre-
cision of our process in manipulating detailed elements. Fig. 14
illustrates that the text and stickers applied by users on NeuMesh
yield inconsistent results compared to their intended edits, also
exposing inconsistencies in the perspective. The discrepancy arises
from NeuMesh’s training method, reliant on a single view, which
is more likely to yield inconsistent results. In contrast, our method
prioritizes view consistency by implementing edits directly on the
mesh. As a result, our approach not only improves the precision
of image editing but also enhances the user’s visual experience by
ensuring a coherent perspective throughout.

NeUVF [Ma et al. 2022] also falls within the realm of mesh-guided
geometry and color editing. However, it is specifically tailored for

human faces, as it necessitates the use of facial priors in its training
and editing processes. We present visual comparisons between our
method and NeUVF [Ma et al. 2022] on human faces in Fig. 15. Our
method not only supports fine-grained edits, such as reshaping a
human nose but also enables topology changes, such as removing a
girl’s hair, which is a feature that NeUVF lacks. NeUVF, built upon
NeuTex [Xiang et al. 2021], performs color editing in the UV space,
which can result in distorted outcomes, a limitation absent in our
method.

4.4 Results
In Fig. 16, we present additional geometry editing results, showcas-
ing various operations, including topology changes. Our method
facilitates various 3Dmesh editing operations. Users can manipulate
the mesh extracted from a neural implicit model, such as adding
new objects, removing vertices and faces, and deforming parts. Our
method set the edited mesh as the target, enabling fine-tuning of
pre-trained density fields to align with the desired geometry. The
results illustrate fine-grained geometry editing, including the addi-
tion of a crown to the bear and a bowknot to the dog, removal of
the bull’s tail and the bird’s wing, and non-rigid object deformation.
These challenges are often difficult for existing editing methods.

Similar to NeRF-Editing [Yuan et al. 2022] and NeuMesh [Yang
et al. 2022], we can also animate an object through skeleton or ARAP
(as-rigid-as-possible) [Sorkine and Alexa 2007] mesh deformation
while fixing the topology (Fig. 12). When rendering novel views of
a new motion, we define a warping field for each spatial position of
the neural implicit fields from the source mesh to the target.

Our method also supports directly editing the color of the original
scene, while preserving the geometry. To the best of our knowledge,
our work stands as the first method that supports color editing of
neural implicit fields driven by a colored mesh, as shown in Fig. 17.
We first extract a colored mesh using our differentiable marching
tetrahedra and color extractor. Users can then edit the color by
painting on the mesh using 3D modeling software like Blender and
MeshLab. Afterward, the radiance field is finetuned to match the
target color. Finally, our method pictures a clear result even when
editing on uneven surfaces like the chair with a completely new
appearance. Our method offers a user-friendly editing pipeline by
directly painting on a colored mesh to control the rendering result.
Moreover, our method allows fine-grained color editing, like the
delicate painting on the sculpture surface.

5 CONCLUSION
We present a method that edits neural implicit fields using a col-
ored mesh as a guide. This includes developing a differentiable
method for extracting colored meshes, enabling the propagation of
gradients from the edited mesh to the neural implicit fields. Con-
sequently, when users manipulate the explicit geometry and color,
these changes can directly impact the implicit field. Our framework
is thus well-suited for interactive editing of neural implicit fields
within a mesh-based workflow, compatible with 3D CG software
such as Blender and Maya. Furthermore, we introduce an octree-
based optimization technique for geometry and color editing. This
approach reduces memory usage and facilitates fine-grained editing,
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Fig. 16. Geometry Topology Editing. Our method supports various geometry edits, including geometry removal (in green), geometry deformation (in blue),
and adding a new object (in red).

enabling detailed adjustments to geometry and color within a 3D
space, which is challenging for previous neural implicit field editing
methods.
While our approach excels in managing intricate geometric and

color details, it does have limitations. Firstly, our method lacks di-
rect support for editing scene shading and lighting. Users must

instead bake these features into the vertex colors. This limitation
may restrict real-time user control over these aesthetic aspects. Ad-
ditionally, our method faces challenges when editing highly intricate
structures that cannot produce a high-quality surface mesh, such as
human hair. In such scenarios, due to the lack of a reliable under-
lying structure, our method may struggle to edit the specific part,
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Fig. 17. Color Editing. Color editing results on the colored mesh and their novel views from neural implicit fields.

limiting its applicability in handling intricate geometry. In the fu-
ture, we will explore the capability of this differentiable framework
in editing the shading and lighting of a scene using techniques such
as inverse rendering. We also plan to broaden the applications of our
method, including sparse-view neural implicit field reconstruction,
which can be achieved by leveraging an initial mesh to differentiably
regulate the geometry of neural implicit fields.
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